
GCSE Natural forms checklist

AO1 Contextual references (artist 

research)

Peter Randall Page - visual 

and written analysis - drawing

Peter Randall Page - 

graphite drawing

Lucienne Day - visual 

and written analysis - 

colour

Henry Moore - visual 

and written analysis - ink 

drawing

Colin See Paynton - 

visual and written 

analysis - painted 

textures

Colin See Paynton - 

visual and written 

analysis - painted 

textures

 AO2 Experimenting, planning, resources, 

materials and processes

Monoprinting - 

leaves/process/evaluation

Polystyrene Printing - 

experiments/evaluation

Pattern Design - 

annotated

Stencil screen printing - 

standard and reverse 

prints/annotated

Fabric samples - 

annotated

Shibori - samples 

and written 

information
AO3 Drawing and recording Leaf drawing Vegetable/fruit drawing flower drawing cushion designs - 

research and 

drawings/annotated

AO4 Personal response (final piece) Completed cushion evaluation

1 2 3 4 5 6

HWK list Complete all written analysis 

tasks for each artist - what is 

their work about/what 

materials do they use? -What 

is the message in their 

work/what is the purpose of 

their work? - what do you 

think/feel about their work 

and why?

Ensure that all artist reseach 

pages visual analysis pieces 

are fully completed. 

Consider the overall 

presentation of your pages - 

are they the best version 

that you can produce? If 

not, what are you going to 

do to improve them? Have 

you explained your choice of 

materials and the execution 

of your work?

Complete a drawing of a 

natural form - 

plant/food/landscape 

etc in whatever material 

you prefer. You can work 

from a photograph that 

you have taken or from 

life. To stretch yourself, 

you could attempt to 

work in the style of one 

of the artists you have 

looked at.

Ensure that all of the 

materials and processes 

that you have tried are 

well annotated. Explain 

how the 

material/process works 

and what has gone well 

or needs improving. In 

what other ways could 

you use the 

material/process?

Select an artist of your 

choice who uses natural 

forms in their work. This 

could be a 2D or 3D 

artist. Select several 

imags of their work and 

find information about 

the artist and the way in 

which they create their 

work.

Using your artist 

research (5), 

complete a visual 

analysis in 

appropriate 

materials of their 

work. Develop your 

pages using the 

style, materials, 

ways that they 

work and complete 

the artist research 

page fully.


